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December 18, 1961 ' 

AMCONFIDENTIAL 

.NHiIURAIIDUM 

TO: Mro Sargeant 

FROM: Catharine Dupuy~ 
SUBJECT: Pr0grams Broadcast from Haclrid in L:mguages of Eastern Europe 

a.nd the USSR 

. . 

This sample of Madrid broadcasts reveals a serious degree of variation 
from and contradiction to basic U.S. policies, as yeu yourself have observed. 
Your memorandum touches on the most serious problems, but s5_nce the question 
involved is in my mind an exceedj_ngly grai.ve one, I sh.il.1 recapitulate tile· 
entire list, speaking specificaJly in terms of the U.S. policies involved. 

1). Present;;U.S. policy is to urge the ultimate self-determination of 
the peoples of the Soviet Union without :predetermin:ing whether or not they 
shall achieve independence, and to gvoid inflaming national hatreds ag«-:L"lst 
the Russian people as dist:LYJ.guished from their Communist regime. The U.S. 
h@wever has never rec0gnized Soviet acquisition of Lithuania, Lat'll±a, •nd 
Estonia. From this point of view the Estonian broadcast comes close,· but/ 
prob•bly does hot actually violate U.S. policy in this instance, m its 
calls to keep the' spirit of Estonia alive. 'Ihe Lithu.Ol.nfan broadc~.st with 
its violent :att-.ck on Russificoi.tion definitely does. The personal attack 
on the Lithuani<:n delegate ~t the XXII C0r.gress also violates the estab
lished information policy not to att~ck C0nmnmist Je ader-s personally. 

2) Toward the problem o.f Commu11ist domin;;i.tion in Eastern Europe, t!le 
established U.S. position is n0t to encourage open opposition or revolt 
which may, Q.s in Hungary, have tragic consequences for the peoples them
selves, or precipitate nuclear war, but to seek an ultimate s0lution 0f 
the problem through modific~.tion of Communist policies and by urging self
determination through free elections. In determining a future for ~hese 
cou..ntries, the u.s. does not adv0cate a return to former reg:iraes, does not 
suppert irredentist claims or commit itself in advance on final territerial 
settlements. In tone and intent the Madrid broadcasts are in direct contra
diction to these policies:· 

The Rumanian broadcast is entirely devoted to the captive nations theme, 
linking it darigeroosly with NATO by pennitting an irresponsible c0nfusi0n Gf 
the NATO parliamentarians with official NATG bodies and running these items· 
side by side with news reports on. the establishment of NATO mshock forceslll. 
This is bad policy, bad journalism anci shoddy editing all rolled :iJ1to one. 

The Rumanian broadcast is clearly irredentist in its call.for Khrushchev 
. t0 give back stolen territories to Finland, PolQ.nd, and Runumi~. 

· The Polish broadcast sins similarly in its "News from Eastern Lands of 
Polandm 'Which is actually about Lithuania and therefore also contradicts 
u.s. recognition of Lithuania as an independent nation. 
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The Hungari•.n broadcast works an :indlrect appeal for liberation of 
the Eastern European countries :into its discussion of the Congo question. 

The Bulgarian· social note on the Bulgarian king and his f iancee 
indicates a clear support of the Bulgarian monarchy and therefore implies 
(at lelist in this broadcast) a desire to return to m~marchism in Bulgaria. 

The Croat broadcast is redolent with national animosities, ootn in its 
selection of news, its appetl to Croat patriotism, and its description of 
an official as a •serbian communist11'. Although the U.S. recognizes Croat 
national. feeling, it defi11.itely does not support the k:ind of l10stilities 
reflected in this broadcast. The sin is compounded by the personal attack 
0n Tito as a =murdererlll which is also a clear violation of U~S. policy. 

3) In regard te both Ge:r:many and the U.S., the contents of these 
bro&<.dcasts are too slim evidence for a finn judgment, but cast considerable 
doubt on both the editorial judgment and consontt.nce with U.S. policy 0f 
regular output on these questions •. The Polish broadcast, in referring to 
Adenauer's visit to the u.s., includes the statement that nit looks as if' 
West Germany will have to pay for West-East agreement.m ltlile this is an 
exceedingly strange statement c0ming from Poles, the implied sympathy for 
Germany is definitely counter-productive in this cBntext. Both the Croat 
and Estcmi~.n broai.dcasts include quotations of U.S. generals which tend to 
support Sov'iet propaganda claims of u.s. aggressive intent. In the Croat 
broadcast is a statement by General Clay that the U.S. has been too soft 
on the Berlin questiO:a; in the Estonian ne1..J"scast a statement by General 
Le May on the destructive c~pacity of u.s~ weapons and our power to deliver 
them by ICEM 1s. The quotations are probably accurate, and taken singly 
niight not do tGo much harm. In the total context of the broadcasts, and 
with0ut any interpretive backgrounding, the effect can only be that of 
confirming Soviet lines on the aggressive nature of U.S. leadership, 
specifically its military leadership. 

4) -iihile the U.S. does mainta:in diplomatic relations with both Spain 
and Portugal, and Portugal is a member of NATO, U.S. policy does not endorse 
the governmental systems of those countries• These broadcasts, perhaps 
inevitably, reflect a high degree of support for fascism and dictatorship. 
Both the Rlllssian and Lithuanian broadcasts report the anniversary of the 
death of Pr:imo de Rivera, founder of the Fala.rage. Reports on the visit of 
the Portuguese President in the Lithuanian and Russian. broadcasts give . 
wholehearted support to Portuguese dictatorship and go so far as to identify 
these countries with the rest of the ~free world~ in the Russian account, 
thus identifying the entire free world with Iberian dictatorship and reac
tion. · The entire anti-Communist cause is als0 identified with fascism and 
reaction, which is not only a clear violati9n of the truth and U.S. policy 
aims, but also works against those aims in indicating no alternative f0r 
the listener but dictatorship, Red or Black. 

' 
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Support of Portuguese colonialism and the basic attitude reflected 
towards the Congo and the problem of .African :independence in general, is 
undoubtedly the most shocking pa.rt of the Madrid broadcastso In each 
respect it is in direct contradiction to U.S. policy. The broadcasts deny 
tr~t the Africans are entitled to or are ready for independence, oppose 
the role of the United Nations in the Congo, endorse Tshombe unequivocally, 
a~ opposed to the Central Government, and support P(!).rtuguese rule in Ang0la 
wholeheartedly. Conment on this subject is violent and highly reactionary: 
the Croa'tti.on bro~dcast devotes both a news item and a press article to this 
theme, .lumping Sir Roy Welensky, Verwoerd, Tshombe and Portugal together as 
absolutely right on the colonial question; the Hungarian broadcast refers 
to the ~Congolese cannibalsm, the Polis~ te "jungle lawM and tries to imply 
that the New York Times is in agreement with their basic position. 

More important than any of the individual offenses listed above, is the 
over-all ~age Which the broadcasts project. 'Ihe tone is on the whole 
inflammatory; the content represents reaction at its most extreme. If 
there were any indication that the broadcasts for this one day were not 
representative of the over-all output of Radio Madrid, there might be some 
room for doubt. But in each case, the offense is one that could hardly have 
occurred once if' it eccurl'.ed at all, and therefore it can be assumed that 
other days of broadcast are similar or worse. Where specific violations of 
the letter of ~u.s. policy are Mt present, the spirit which infonns the 
.broadcasts is a violation of the spirit and intent of U.S. ~olicy. 

The orga..riization of the news in each language broadcast, and the wide 
variety in news selection, reflect a lack of editorial and policy control 
which goes bey0nd variations due to adaptation for different audiences, 
The widespread use of invective, personal attack, poorly referenced or 
backgrounded stories, the variations in tone from· fairly straightforward 
reporting to "yellow'!!' journalism, indicate extr60.ely poor organization 
and create the impression that each desk is left pretty much to itself 
and that the people working on the language desks in many cases must 
represent ex-t;remely reactionary emigre groups • 

. . In ~y view this presents Radio Liberty with very grave problems in 
regard both to image and policy, should Madrid broadcastw be carried on 
RL transmitters. 

The individual policy deviations listed above and the tone and spirit 
of output are symptomatic of content which would work at cross purposes to 
our o~m output and U.S. policy. In the case of any real crisis in ~stern 
Europe the content of these broadcasts could be highly irresponsible, 
inflammatory, and extremely dangerous. 

' 

It could also be expected that RL broadcasts would be identified by 
listeners with the Madrid broadcasts on the same frequencies and cause at 
the.best confusion, at the worst a conviction that we were serving the same 
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reactionary eJ\lds, thus completely undermining our credibility. Whether 
the broadcasts were identified as those of the Spanish National.Radio, 
which wotild make the link explicit, or by the present Russian. identifica
tion of 11free Russian people addressing you", which is dangerously close 
to the :image we try t© project, would hardly affect the certainty of· 
deleterious consequences. 

The suggestion tha.t Madrid broadcasts be carried on transmissions 
to Eastern Europe rather th~n'to the Soviet Union, would at least help 
to av0id this negative identification. It would not, of course, affect 
the extent to which the content of the programs themselves" is in disagree
ment with U.S. policy or designed to create attitudes which would present 
a problem to u.s. policy in those areas. 
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